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1. I approach and I withdraw. I'm a Spanish teacher and I love Sor Juana's works. She was well...

Approaches to Teaching the Works of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, Jan 4, 2010. Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz chose...

During the dress changes, prerecorded poems and images will be...
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Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz Salvador Oropesa - Academia.edu Professor Wray has won numerous teaching awards including the Longmire Prize...

Work, in Approaches to Teaching the Works of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz. Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz - FAS Wiki Service - Harvard University Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz is the most significant poet and writer of the colonial period in the Americas. Born of a poor family in the village of San Miguel de...